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Abstract

“Practice makes perfect” is an old phrase that proves true in many aspects of the life of a computer engineer. Students in programming courses are reminded constantly by their instructors to practice in order to become better developers. Traditionally, book exercises have been used or assigned to students for practicing programming. However unless these exercises are counted for credit, some students will lack the motivation to do them. On the other hand, assigning too many problems for credit can become a time consuming activity for both students and faculty as well as a grading burden for instructors. It is also known that there are a lot of online and electronic resources for practicing programming, but students can get overwhelmed with so many tools. In this paper we present our preliminary results of how using online assessment tools can help student practice and improve their programming skills. The tools used provide immediate feedback and automatic grading. The hypothesis is that these tools help students to practice more and by giving them immediate feedback and quick grading, they get better at programming and consequently get better test scores. Preliminary data collected shows this to be the case. In this paper we present different scenarios how these tools were used and their effect in the final exam results in different semesters.
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Introduction

Computer engineering students are well aware that “practice makes perfect”, especially when it comes to programming. Many students when they take their first programming class are exposed for the first time to writing code. To master the first programming language it is crucial to practice the commands and strategies learned. Many times the textbooks have a set of exercises at the end of each chapter. They may also have a separate set of lab problems that faculty can assign. This has been the traditional way of giving students homework. However, unless these problems are counted for credit some student may lack the motivation to practice using them. Other students may feel overwhelmed with the assignments or get frustrated when using a compiler or IDE as they may not understand where the problematic code might be.

On the faculty side of things, assigning programming problems is always a challenge. Assigning too few problems poses the risk for students not practicing enough. Assigning too many problems may become a burden at the time of grading and providing feedback. More faculty are relying on online system for practicing programming in order to provide students with more problems to practice, give them immediate feedback, and allow them to work based on their
schedules. The research on electronic assignments usually focuses on the assignments themselves. However in this paper, we study the possible effects that giving students extra tools may have in their exam results. The hypothesis is that these tools help students to practice more, provides them immediate feedback, and by practicing at times that are convenient for them they get better at programming and consequently get better test scores. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we survey some of the tools available, then we present how some of these tools were implemented into one of our courses, followed by the results of the students’ exams during several semester, and finally we present our conclusions and future work.

Survey of assessment tools available

There are several tools to learn and practice programming online. Many of them consist of a set of exercises divided by topics such as CodingBat ⁴, but these are more stand-alone, independent tools for developers in general. Other tools are more appropriate for classrooms as they provide a better interface and even have a way for the instructor to access the students’ completed work. Some of these tools are the following:

- CodeCademy ⁵ – a very popular online platform to learn programming languages such as Python, JavaScript, Java, Ruby, and HTML. Most CodeCademy courses that teach the basics are free while other courses are premium and paid. The CodeCademy style is more like a guided tutorial where the student have to complete a set of particular tasks as well as other problems where the student needs to complete the missing code. Good tool for beginners and for those wanting to refresh the knowledge.

- Programmr ⁶ – provides coding simulators for several languages. Their courses are free and in the platform students can solve problems in Java, C, C++, Objective C, Angular JS. At Programmr the student can code, compile, and run projects in the browser in many of the most popular programming languages available. They have several courses as well as independent problems with instant feedback.

- Turing’s Craft CodeLab ⁷ – describes itself a “web-based interactive programming exercise system for intro programming classes in Python, Java, C++, C, JavaScript, C#, VB and SQL.” CodeLab was designed and developed by a group of faculty to reduce attrition and provide the tools for students to practice and become better programmers. CodeLab has been adopted by several Colleges and Universities across the world. In CodeLab students are presented with a problem, they enter the code, run it and the systems provides feedback and hints.

- Practice-It ⁸ – another web application especially designed to learn and practice Java programming. This application was created by the University of Washington to help students in their introductory Java class. Many of the same problems found on the textbook can also be found in this online tool, with the advantage of instant grading and feedback in case there are errors.

- Code Step by Step ⁹ - from the creators of Practice-It, comes CodeStepByStep. It is also an online tool to help students learn how to program but supports multiple programming languages. It is also intended to a broader audience and provide tools for instructors to
create courses, select exercises, as well as to create their own problems. Very useful tool for anyone teaching Java, Python, C/C++, JavaScript, and PHP among others.

Other tools that are similar to the ones explained above are Computer Science Circle\textsuperscript{10} and PySchools\textsuperscript{11} specifically focused on Python programming as well as CloudCoder\textsuperscript{12} an open source exercise system for instructors of introductory programming courses in C/C++, Java, Python, and Ruby to easily assign short exercises to students. In the next section we explain how some of these tools were introduced and used in a Java programming course.

**Implementation of Assessment Tools by Semester**

The Department of Computer Engineering Technology at the New York City College of Technology has a Java programming course where some of these tools were used. In an effort to reduce the attrition rate and improve the students’ final exam scores and overall grade, we concluded that students were not practicing enough. Therefore we looked for ways to give our students more opportunities to practice and tried out online tools. We collected results in the Fall semester for the academic years 2013-2014 to 2016-17 of the final exam results before any curve. Every Fall semester we introduced different tools and below we explain how they were integrated into the class:

- **Fall 2013:** We introduced the tool Programmer as extra credit assignment. Students created an account, several exercises were assigned and they showed the results to the instructor to receive the extra points.

- **Fall 2014:** During this semester we used CodeCademy as part of their lab assignment as well as their extra credit. They completed some of the sections and these were counted for credit, while other sections were optional and counted as extra credit. Because the CodeCademy Java problems are limited, we kept Programmr as a reference, and recommended it to students who wanted to practice more.

- **Fall 2015:** In this semester we moved to Turing’s Craft as made a significant number of labs count for credit using this tool. The advantage with CodeLab was that it was offered free for our College and faculty was able to always see the students’ results. We kept CodeCademy as the tool for the extra credit and as a review for the final exam. The fact that CodeCademy Java exercises are fewer, it served well for that purpose. We also recommended Programmr as a reference to students who wanted even more practice.

- **Fall 2016:** That semester we changed the book and with it the tools available. We started using CodeStepbyStep for the assignments for credit. We also kept CodeCademy for extra credit and as reference we recommended Pracite-It and Programmr.

Informal surveys and conversations with students about these tools showed that they appreciated the fact that they could practice more, practice outside of the classroom and having extra time to finish homework. To get evidence of the feedback we received from students we collected data about the results in their final exams, and we present it in the next section.
Results

We received informal feedback from students about the benefits of using these online programming practice tools. To formally acknowledge these, we collected data of their final exam grade before any curving. In Table 1 we show the mean and median statistics of the final exam for the Fall 2013, Fall 2014, Fall 2015, and Fall 2016 semester, after each tool was introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
<th>Fall 2015</th>
<th>Fall 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam Mean</td>
<td>58.25%</td>
<td>70.77%</td>
<td>74.68%</td>
<td>82.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam Median</td>
<td>53.50%</td>
<td>67.50%</td>
<td>74.50%</td>
<td>86.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Final Exam mean and median data by semester

This data can also be seen in the Figure 1 as a chart. As you can see in the chart the final exam scores mean and median have been increasing as we rely more on these tools for our students to practice. Students went from a final exam mean of 58.25% in the Fall 2013 to a 82.86% in Fall 2016 for a 24.61% increase, which we believe is a great improvement. The median also rose from 53.50% to 86.40% for an increase of 32.50%, another great improvement. Students in general performed better in their final exam and that change was gradual and increasing throughout the semesters as can be appreciated from Figure 1.

Figure 1: This is a caption for the first figure
Conclusions and Future Work

We believe that online programming practice tools have a positive impact on student’s learning. We also believe based on our preliminary data that it helps them in their exam grades, as they have more opportunities to practice and get immediate feedback. Also they can easily review the problems where they struggle and reinforce those skills. We plan to expand this work by studying the effect in multiple sections of the course, as well as including data from other programming courses.
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